Introduction
Lean-burn diesel engines have been encouraged due to both their high fuel efficiency and the reduction of HC and CO 2 emissions. However, the lean-burn combustion generates NO , a pollutant responsible of harmful consequences on environment and human health. In order to meet Post-Euro6 regulations on emissions of diesel engines for vehicle homologation, the layout of the Exhaust Gas Treatment (EGT) system is requested to meet the emission limits under highly variable driving cycles such as the Worldwide harmonized Light Test Cycle (WLTC). Furthermore, the legislation requires the direct measurements on board, installing a Portable Emission Measurement System (PEM) on the vehicle. Hence, the reduction of NO emissions represents one of the most challenging problem on which engineers and scientists are working on. The Lean NO Trap (LNT), also known as NO Storage Catalyst (NSC), is the most practical abatement approach with respect to the Selective Catalytic Reduction (SCR) device, e.g. avoiding the implementation of urea injection devices. On the other hand, the LNT catalyst needs a more complex controlling strategy, switching between rich and lean conditions in the combustion process. Thus, the prediction of the catalyst behavior with respect to the controlled parameters, such as the inlet velocity, the species concentrations, temperature, etc., still represents a challenge. The review work of Roy and Baiker (2009) gives a comprehensive overview on the state of the art of LNT. In order to describe the chemical reactions in a LNT catalyst, several approaches can be found in the literature, among them: either detailed or microkinetic mechanisms and global kinetic models. Usually, due to the great number of reactions involved in the mechanism, detailed and microkinetic models are implemented in 0-1D codes (i.e. constantly stirred tank reactors, CSTR and plug flow reactors, PFR), where the kinetic parameters are tuned according to experimental measurements (Bhatia et al., 2009; Cao et al., 2008; Kota et al., 2015; Larson et al., 2012; Lindholm et al., 2008; Shwan et al., 2014; Xu et al., 2008 Xu et al., , 2009 ). In particular, Olsson et al. (2001) developed a detailed NO storage-oxidation mechanism over Pt∕BaO that has been extensively used and improved (Rankovic et al., 2010; Scotti et al., 2004) . Olsson et al. (2001) implemented mean field model, describing the monolith as a series of 15 continuously stirred tank reactors, achieving fair results with respect to the measurements. The reliability of the model is confirmed by other works (Rankovic et al., 2010; Scotti et al., 2004) , where further improvements of the same chemical mechanism can be found. A one dimensional code coupled to the chemical solution of detailed microkinetic mechanism was presented by Larson et al. (2012) and Kota et al. (2015) : in both of these mechanisms the diffusion through the washcoat was considered. A two-dimensional model of the flow field in a single channel was developed by Koop and Deutschmann (2007) where a shrinking core model (Olsson et al., 2005) has been used and in Koop and Deutschmann (2009) with a detailed surface reaction mechanism. Usually, only the slowest reactions involved in the NO adsorption were considered. For instance, Benjamin and Roberts (2007) implement a simplified flow through a porous medium with a simplified heterogeneous mechanism (Laurent et al., 2003) . Kočí et al. (2006) evaluated the physical and chemical behavior of porous catalysts. Their work is focused on the washcoat structure influence at microscale. Porous matrix is considered considering simplified transport diffusion equation for the species. The approach is interesting for porous medium, however this model cannot give details of the flow field and species distribution within a channel flow with surface reaction. Chen et al. (2004) consider a porous medium approach in which the detail of the spatial distribution of flow and species within a single channel is missing. On the other hand, Corbetta et al. (2014) They analyze a particular reactor highlighting how the hydrodynamic affects the results. They confirm that in highly diluted reactive heterogeneous system the fluid dynamic of the reacting flow cannot be neglected. Štěpánek et al. (2012) considered three dimensional non reactive flow solved by CFD coupled with a 1D channel model for the solution of the reacting channel flow of the active matrix. In fact, the active matrix is supposed to be made of multi-channel geometry. Therefor, the three-dimensional spatial distribution within a single channel is missing. Threedimensional fully coupled unsteady reacting flow study of NSC catalysis is still limited to few preliminary works (Fornarelli et al., 2015; Mihet et al., 2016) .
Here, a fully coupled three-dimensional unsteady reactive flow simulation is presented. A well-known experimental test (Olsson et al., 2001 ) has been reproduced implementing a detailed reaction mechanism of NO adsorption over BaO. Indeed, during the lean phase, the alkali earth storage component (BaO) stores the NO generating nitrites and nitrates. A validation study is reported comparing the overall output of the present study and the experimental and numerical findings of Olsson et al. (2001) . Particular care has been used in the treatment and analysis of the influence of the channel geometry (square channel) on the catalyst performance. Thus, the three-dimensional flow field and species distribution are shown, describing their mutual influence in a single square catalyst channel. 
Model
The validation process of the NO Storage chemical model coupled with the CFD solution has been performed by means of a Direct Numerical Simulation (DNS) of the Navier-Stokes equations. The computational domain consists in a single square channel of the monolith used in the work of Olsson et al. (2001) . In order to better reproduce the flow at the inlet and outlet section of the square channel, two zones at inlet and outlet, both marked as A in Figure 1 , are considered where the inlet and outlet boundary conditions on the velocity and the pressure are imposed, respectively. On the side surfaces of both the zones A, symmetry boundary conditions are imposed. Instead, no-slip boundary conditions are imposed on the walls of the square channel of the catalyst (zone B). In Table 1 , the main geometrical characteristic of the computational domain are reported with reference to Figure 1 . In all the tests here considered a flow rate of 37.7 ml∕min has been taken into account.
The reactive flow field in the catalyst was simulated by means of the ANSYS Fluent flow solver. The Reynolds Number of the experiment, based on the mean velocity and the hydraulic diameter of the channel, is about 13. Due to the detailed heterogeneous chemical mechanism, the reactions do not take place in the gaseous phase, but only on the solid surfaces of the channel. The density and viscosity variations due to the mixture composition and the flow temperature are also taken into account in the simulation. The governing equations read as follows:
for mass, momentum and energy conservation, respectively, where is the mixture density, ⃗ the velocity vector, p the pressure, the viscous stress tensor, the momentum source term, E the total energy of the system, the effective conductivity, ⃗ the diffusion flux of species j and ℎ the energy sources, which includes the heat of chemical reactions. The diffusion flux of species j, due to the gradients of concentration and temperature, ⃖⃖⃖ ⃗ , is defined by:
where , is the mass diffusion coefficient and , is the thermal diffusion coefficient for species i. For the gas mixture, the transport equation of each species mass fraction has been considered in the form:
is the diffusion coefficient and the source term for the species k.
In order to solve the chemical reactions between different species at the surface, a heterogeneous chemical kinetic model has been considered. The model is applied in each cell bounded by the channel solid walls, where the concentration of different species may vary also due to the advection diffusion equation of the species (see equation (1)). The internal diffusion of the species within the washcoat can be neglected according to the large pore dimension (about 50 nm) of the test (Wickman et al., 2007) . For the generic ℎ reversible surface reaction, the reaction rate is
where [ ] is the volumetric concentration of the ℎ gas species facing the solid wall and [ ] is the surface concentration of the ℎ species on the wall. , and , represent the forward and the backward rate constants for reaction ℎ , respectively. The site coverage dependence is taken into account by according to Arrhenius expression:
where is the pre-exponential factor, , is the activation energy, the temperature exponent, , is the activation energy dependent by the surface coverage of the ℎ species, , defined as
in which Γ represents the surface site density. On the solid surfaces, the mass flux of each species normal to the wall is imposed to be equal to its rate of production, where ̂, and ̂, are the net molar rates of either production or consumption, respectively, for gas and surface phases of the species, defined as:
In order to perform a grid sensitivity of the numerical model, two meshes were considered. Moreover, in order to check the influence of the timestep on the solution two timesteps have been used.
The test consists in the inlet of 680 ppm of NO 2 at 350 • C for 600 s, according to the results presented in Olsson et al. (2001) . The NO storage kinetic model on BaO used for the test is reported in Table 2 . The overall numbers of cell of the two grids are 27528 for the coarser (Grid 1) and 106824 for the finer (Grid 2). The timesteps used are 0.1 s and 0.05 s for grid 1 and grid 2, respectively. The grids considered are structured and non-uniform in order to reduce the cell dimension near the solid walls (see Figure 2) . The stretching of the mesh for the coarser and the finer grid are 
Results and discussion
Active sites of a single type catalyst is considered on the washcoat. Actually, the model consists in sites of BaO over an Al 2 O 3 support, where the NO 2 can be stored.
The kinetic reaction mechanism used for the storage process includes five different Figure 5 . Comparison of NO 2 concentrations with respect to the axis of the channel at = 6 s and = 120 s for Grid 1 (coarse) and Grid 2 (fine). The NO storage kinetic model on BaO used for the test is reported in Table 2 . 5, = 68.6 ⋅ 10 6 reversible reactions (see Table 2 ), where the kinetic parameters, with a BaO site density equal to Γ BaO = 5.47343 ⋅ 10 −6 kmol m 2 , are listed in Table 3 
600
• C leads to a small underestimation (overestimation) of NO (NO 2 ) with respect to the experimental measurements. However, the present results remark the behavior of the numerical model of Olsson et al. (2001) . The surface coverages of the species at the wall have been reported in Figure 7 and compared with those calculated with the simplified model of Olsson et al. (2001) . Thus, the predicted coverages are in fair agreement with the literature data without any relevant modification of the kinetic parameters described in Olsson et al. (2001) . The O 2 concentrations, reported in 
Description of the NO inlet phase
The concentration of NO 2 along the axis of the channel, during the flowing of NO 2 in the first 600 s of test, is reported in Figure 9 . At = 6 s, the adsorption of NO 2 on the BaO sites is maximum, reaching an NO 2 reduction of about 51%. The minimum NO 2 concentration at the centerline is reached after the end of the active channel, = 15 mm, due to the inertial effect of the flow. After 2 minutes, = 120 s, the NO 2 reduction diminishes at about 11% and continues to decrease according to the saturation of BaO sites with NO 2 . On the other hand, the NO concentration at the exit increases monotonically from the inlet to the outlet (Figure 10 ). According to the continuous saturation of the active site of BaO on the washcoat, the increase of NO along the channel diminishes with respect to the time. Therefore, at the end of the NO 2 phase, at = 600 s, the outlet concentration of NO reaches its minimum. In Figure 11 the contours of the NO 2 concentrations on the longitudinal plane section along the axial direction is reported at the end of the NO 2 inlet phase, (Figure 12 ). Differently from circular ducts, the square section of the channel induces a well-known complex flow field distribution due to secondary flows, as reported in Figure 13 , which can be recognized in a transversal section of the channel by means of transversal components of the velocity vectors. Two symmetry planes are aligned along to the diagonals of the square. The secondary flows are characterized by a radial behavior from the center toward the square sides.
In Figure 14 , the axial velocity remarks the laminar characteristic of the flow, due to the small Reynolds number. However, because of the square section, the axial velocity reduction is enhanced near the square corners. Thus, the spatial distribution of the flow is expected to influence the conversion efficiency of the catalytic surface of the channel. The contours of NO 2 over the outlet section of the channel (see Figure 15 ) highlights the minima of the concentrations near the corners. The minima can be found just close to the corner position, as reported in the concentration curve of NO 2 along the side of the square section, see Figure 16 . On the other hand, looking at Figures 17, 18 the NO concentrations have an opposite behavior with respect to the NO 2 concentration with a maximum at the center of the wall sides and two symmetrical maxima just close to the corners.
Description of the NO inlet phase with temperature ramp
After 60 s of inert flowing of 2 , a NO flux of 600 ppm is considered. The temperature has been kept constant at 350 • C till = 900 s, giving a steady condition in which the catalyst is not able to sensibly change the inlet concentration of NO, as shown in Figure 6 . The results remark the good approximation of the model with respect to the experimental data. In Figure 19 the O 2 concentration along the temperature ramp (20 • C∕min) reveals that the O 2 release starts at > 1200 s, according to the temperature increase as remarked also in the work of Nova et al. (2004) . In Figure 20 , the NO 2 concentration along the channel axis has an increasing behavior. The maximum NO 2 concentration corresponds at = 1380 s, whereas the O 2 concentration with respect to the time shows a maximum at about 1600 s.
Therefore, a considerable delay between NO 2 and O 2 appears. This behavior can be related to the saturation of BaO-O and the temperature increase, that induce the production of O 2 due to the balance of reaction 5 (see Table 2 ). Moreover, reactions 2 and 3 are directly related to this effect. Thus, the 2 and 3 increase their kinetic rate with respect to the temperature, being the 2 and 3 not activated ( = 0) (see Table 3 ). Indeed these reactions involve the surface species BaO-O and volumetric species, NO 2 and NO. According to the fluid dynamics effects, described in the previous section, non homogeneous spatial distribution of the species is expected. In Figure 21 , NO 2 distribution along the longitudinal symmetry plane of the domain has been reported at = 1500. The activation of the catalytic mechanism produces NO 2 along the channel, therefore there is a spatial increasing of NO 2 concentration that ranges from 0 ppm at the inlet, to about 90 ppm at the outlet. More details of the spatial distribution of the NO 2 concentration are reported in Figure 22 , where a transversal slice at the active channel outlet ( = 15 mm) is reported.
Thus, near the corners a higher concentration with respect to the axial value appears, confirming the influence of the corners on the catalyst behavior. Accordingly, the NO spatial behavior at the same instant is reported in the same slice position used for the description of NO 2 species. In Figure 23 , the NO abatement along the channel axis is evident. At = 1500 s the NO concentration decreases from 600 ppm, imposed at the inlet, to about 570 ppm. The outlet transversal section confirms the catalyst behavior previously described (see Figure 24) . Indeed, the lower NO concentration with respect to the axial value is consistent to the distance from the active catalytic surface. 
Conclusions
A single square catalyst channel has been studied by means of a numerical model in order to take into account both the fluid dynamic effects and the superficial chemical 
